
Become a sustainer
 Learn More at SustainMusicAndNature.com

860-462-3038 hello@sustainmusicandnature.org

619 S. College Ave, Unit 11, Fort Collins, CO 80524

Find us on social media by searching
“Sustain Music and Nature”
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SPREAD AWARENESS
Since 2015, we have reached over 7 million people with Songscapes. That’s a lot of new fans for public lands!

Songscape songs have been streamed enough times to play 24/7 for 2 years!

US Fish & Wildlife Service  |  US Forest Service  |  National Wildlife Refuge Association   
National Forest Foundation  |  Southwest Airlines  |  Clif GreenNotes  

Bohemian Foundation  |  KUHL  |  National Geographic Explorers

“Good music, good landscape and good times, hold 
me to ya!~ I learned about a place I would never 

have known about were it not for this partnership. 
Thanks for all you do and thanks for sharing!”

-Diaha J.

“The moment I heard about the work Sustain is doing, 
the unique way they are connecting musicians and 

nature, I knew I had to be a part of it. I’m so happy to 
support, even in a small way, this worthy cause.”

-Winston S. 

PREVIOUS SONGSCAPE ARTISTS

PAST PARTNERS & SPONSORS

RAISE FUNDS
        Song proceeds have raised over $1,000 to support public lands, bands and Sustain.

Sustain envisions the music industry as a leader in promoting 
environmental responsibility and awareness. 

Our nonprofit brings an innovative approach to greening the music industry by leveraging music’s emotional 
power and cultural capital to cultivate environmental awareness.

Founded in 2015 by a professional conservationist and touring musician, we have worked across the US to 
create music that benefits our public lands and reduces the music industry’s impact on the environment. 

Our Songscapes Program creates new music and new fans for public lands!

Artists are immersed in the landscape’s beauty via outdoor 
recreation and education. In turn, the band creates a song 
inspired by and in celebration of the public land area. Each 

Songscape is captured in a music video and accompanied by 
press campaigns to generate new audiences for bands and 

public lands. Premiered with live performances, Songscapes 
foster appreciation for our public lands. 
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Songscapes harness the emotional sway and cultural capital of music to generate new audiences for 
public lands. With increasing threats of privatization and mismanagement of public lands, we hope to 

inspire audiences to value and protect the public lands which Songscapes honor. 

Songscapes partner a band with a public land area for a week-long songwriting retreat. 
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Your Business Can Make Music a Force for Nature
Sustain Music & NaturE

SPONSOR A SONGSCAPE
Songscape: Roosevelt National Forest kicks o� this July with The 
Burroughs, a 9 piece soul band that has a penchant for making people get up 
and dance! We’ve partnered with the US Forest Service, Bohemian 
Foundation, National Forest Foundation and Colorado State University’s 
Mountain Campus to get The Burroughs immersed in this National Forest just 
west of Fort Collins. Once the band has created their song and we’ve shot a 
stunning music video, join us on National Public Lands Day (Sept. 29) at 
New Belgium Brewery for a Songscape music and beer release party!

Your sponsorship supports videography, travel, and studio time 
to deliver a song that creates new fans for public lands, and will 
enable us to deliver song proceeds to musicians and public lands 
for 5 years. Our last Songscape reached over 7.3 million people!

BIGHORN SHEEP: $2,500*
-  Logo prominently featured in opening and closing credits of music video 
-  Inclusion in all press releases related to Songscape 
-  Logo/links prominently featured on our website 
-  Social media posts featuring your company directly to our audiences before and after the release 
-  Footage of your product in action from the Songscape retreat/Short testimonial from participants
-  Up to 6 tickets to private kick-o� party on the first night of the Songscape. Held at CSU’s Mountain Campus, The Burroughs will perform     
    a private concert (June 30, 2018)
-  Lodging and 2 meals provided at CSU’s Mountain Campus for 2 people on the night of June 30
-  Opportunity to speak to attendees about your company at kick-o� party 
-  Confidential early access to song and music video for your communications sta� 
-  Signed copies of Songscape album cover and free song download codes for up to 40 sta� 
-  Recognition of your company's major support in radio interviews
-  Booth at Songscape Release Party on Sept. 29. Logo on posters 

*Exclusive- Industry exclusive sponsorship level  

PARTNER SPONSORSHIP LEVELS



MOOSE: $1,500
-  Logo prominently featured in closing credits of music video 
-  Logo/links prominently featured on our website 
-  Social media posts featuring your company directly to our audiences before and after the release
-  Still shots of band/Sustain Co-Founders with your product at the refuge 
-  Up to 4 tickets to private kick-o� party on the first night of the Songscape (June 30, 2018)
-  Opportunity to speak to attendees about your company at kick-o� party 
-  Confidential early access to song and music video for your communications sta� 

ELK: $800
-  Logo featured in closing credits of music video 
-  Logo/links prominently featured on our website 
-  Social media post featuring your company directly to our audiences before the release
-  2 tickets to private kick-o� party on the first night of the Songscape. 
-  Confidential early access to song and music video for your communications sta� 
-  Signed copies of Songscape album cover and free song download codes for up to 10 sta�

PIKA: $300
-  Logo featured in closing credits of music video 
-  Logo/links prominently featured on our website 
-  Signed copies of Songscape album cover and free song download codes for up to 5 sta�

 WHERE DO YOUR DONATIONS GO?
Your fully tax-deductible donation covers recording studio costs, videography, 

music video production, performance fees and carbon o�sets for travel.

PARTNER SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
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